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The reason that I love maps and have made a life-long study of them is simply that,
aesthetically they continually fascinate me. Each map has a multitude of endless points of
fascination – the strange, often imaginary geography, the cultural history displayed, the
pure artistry. Maps have been drawn for thousands of years. And during that time, the
appearance of each map can very simply be attributed to one thing: the purpose for
drawing the map. No, not every map was drawn in order to simply provide directions, or
display some selected geographic content. Since they can never show everything (natural
or cultural), the map-maker, or cartographer as they came to be called, selected his content
based upon the purpose(s) behind the map. Those maps that have survived through the
centuries show clearly that the map-maker often had a very different purpose than to
simply display selected geographic elements. The type and amount of these nongeographic elements varied widely and while some may be considered purely ornamental
decoration, often times they had another more significant reason to be incorporated. Many
of these non-geographic elements were placed on maps to satisfy the patron of the map,
while others were placed there to provide additional educational value to the potential
audience. Some examples include the very decorative “cartouches” that contained the title
or textual descriptions; the placement of historical and/or religious events; cities or
settlements; or the rendering of ships, exotic animals and indigenous people or even sea
monsters. It must be noted that during any period of map making there are those surviving
examples that contain no “decorative” or non-geographic elements because, again, it
depended on the purpose of the map as determined by its maker.
Of course some will point out that many “decorative elements” such as exotic
animals, ships and natives were placed on maps merely to fill-out the empty areas that
were relatively unknown to the map-maker. While this may be true, it is more interesting
to consider why the cartographer chose to display specific items – Was it to attract his
audience with the exotic? Was it to educate his audience? Was he simply passing on
information from sailors and travelers?
In the book Art and Cartography (edited by David Woodward), he discusses all
forms of art associated with maps, including coloring, lettering and ornamentation.
Woodward states that it has been commonly assumed that the history of cartography can
be divided into two distinct phases: a “decorative phase”, in which geographical
information was usually portrayed inaccurately, and a “scientific phase”, in which
decoration gave way to scientific accuracy. The famous cartographic historian Leo Bagrow
delimited the subject matter of his general work in this way: “This book ends where maps
ceased to be works of art, the products of individual minds, and where craftsmanship was
finally superseded by science and the machine; this came in the second half of the
eighteenth century.” In all but the most narrow definitions of “work of art,” it can readily
be seen that art and science have coexisted throughout the history of mapmaking, as in the
instance of starkly functional portolan charts existing contemporaneously with fanciful and
moralistic medieval mappaemundi.
This definition of the term “work of art” is frequently equated with maps’
ornamental elements and nothing more. The term evokes intricate work on the cartouches,
robust putti, sailing ships, animals, native customs, sea monsters, and other embellishing
paraphernalia that account for so much of the decorative appeal of early maps. In my
opinion the attraction and lure of these early, “pre-scientific” maps is their total artistic
effort: both geographical and “ornamental”.
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As new lands were reported and appeared on the maps so new marine vessels were
written about and depicted on the maps. Many explorers wrote as much about the ships of
a region as they did about the people or the conformation of the coastline. Many of the
cartographers used this information fully and their maps showed not only the shape of
continents and islands but also many of the ships belonging to particular parts of the
world. As new lands became more accurately and more fully delineated European ships
were often placed on maps to imply dominance or influence over the area portrayed.
Note that the numbers in parentheses reference the complete monographs on each of the referenced
maps on this website.
The Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235) is an example of a lavishly illustrated world chart,
based somewhat upon the portolan [navigational chart] tradition. On this chart Chinese
junks, as well as European ships are displayed.
It is because of these wondrous illustrations that I fell in love with old maps, and
one of my all time favorites is the Borgia mappamundi from ca. 1450 (#237). This world map,
oriented with the South at the top, was engraved on two copper plates riveted together and
contains many textual legends, illustrations of 20 maritime vessels. This mappamundi is
truly a work of art and a true story-telling device.
Another magnificently illustrated map is the Carta marina et Descriptio
septemtrionalium terrarum ac mirabilium rerum in eis contentarum, diligentissime elaborata
A n n o n D o m in i 1 5 3 9 V e n e c iis lib e r a l ita te Reverendissimi Domini Ieronimi Quirini [A
Marine map and Description of the Northern Lands and of their Marvels, most carefully
drawn up at Venice in the year 1539 through the generous assistance of the Most
Honourable Lord and Patriarch Hieronymo Quirino] by Olaus Magnus. This map takes the
viewer on a very detailed journey that is cultural, legendary and naturalist in scope. The
purpose of this map? Olaus Magnus (1490-1557) did not like the map of Scandinavia in the
1482 edition of Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographia. The classic Ulm text, a translation of the
Greek’s principles of geography and cartography formulated in the second century,
purported to have the most current and accurate maps available at the time and was a
reference work of great scholarly importance. But Olaus knew the map of Scandinavia was
hopelessly wrong. To correct the erroneous ideas that most Europeans, especially southern
Europeans, had about his native land, he made his own map. Published in 1539, the Carta
Marina, a wall map in nine sheets, was the first large-scale map of any part of Europe. Also,
the title makes clear that Olaus intended his map to be used by navigators, as do the
navigational elements depicted on the map: four large compasses, rhumb lines indicating
directions from them, a pair of dividers, and distance scales.
With respect to the display of ships on maps, an excellent discussion on this topic
can be found in Richard Unger’s book Ships on Maps (2010). This book also provides a very
good synopsis of the evolution of map making. But, like the illustrations in Wilma George’s
book Animals and Maps (2010), the limited illustrations in Unger’s book do not do justice to
the well-written and thorough text. Therefore, in this monograph I will provide extensive
excerpts from Unger’s book alongside more appropriate illustrations/examples.
Unger states that ships virtually never appeared on maps before 1375. By 1550 they
filled oceans, seas, estuaries, rivers, and lakes on all kinds of maps from the most extensive
to the most particular. The explanation for the dramatic transformation is to be found in the
general changes in map making, in the explosion of geographical knowledge and in the
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thinking of Europeans about themselves and their place in the world as it evolved during
the Renaissance. Trying to make sense of the disappearance of ships from maps in the
eighteenth century leads to similar sources for a turnaround with roots in changes in
fashion, in technology, in ideas about Europe and in ideas about the physical world. Unger
explains that to identify and appreciate the reasons for the rise and decline of decorative
vessels on maps requires an understanding of the prevailing ideas, the problems of
representation and the structures of work and rewards that set the parameters for the
makers of the maps.
According to Unger, the reasons cartographers chose to add ships to their maps
must be indicative of Europeans’ understanding of an era when explorers rapidly added a
vast range of novel geographic information to what people knew about the world. Those
maps must also be indicative of how Europeans understood themselves at the time. Ships
appeared on maps because Renaissance Europeans thought ships were important.
Examination and analysis of the vessels or the lack of them and their increasing numbers
over time do give some sense of what map makers and, equally important their patrons,
clients and customers were trying to say and do in the composition of the complex surfaces
that were Renaissance maps.
The ships that turn up on maps represented a major technological breakthrough of
the period. Cartographers typically drew the ships accurately, at least as best as it is
possible to tell based on comparison with other sources such as the rare shipbuilding
treatise and the now expanding range of evidence from underwater archeology. That map
makers tried to represent ships consistent with life suggests something about what they
thought they were doing. One result is that images of ships on maps form a valuable
source for understanding the development of European ship design in the Renaissance.
They are especially crucial for their depictions of rigging, not a topic for contemporary
writers on ships and not something left in the shipwrecks examined by maritime
archeologists. The types of ships map makers included on world maps, nautical charts and
just about any other kind of map were often of the latest designs, impressive for their size
or capabilities as well as for their novelty. The tendency seems to have been to put on
maps, where possible, a variety of ships and ships with designs which had only relatively
recently emerged. That fact makes even more tantalizing the question of why map makers
included the ships they did as one part of the varied decoration and why, for centuries up
to the Renaissance they chose not to include ships.
Admittedly there was some entertainment value in putting various objects on the
seas and the expanses of land. Large animals and plants on land were symbols that were
more than just pictorial. The animals also reflected what travelers saw, what impressed
them and what they reported back to Europe. Whatever the objects the illustration did offer
something to divert the eye, something to impress the viewer. The decoration, following
the tradition and practice of book illumination of the late Middle Ages, offered a sense of
luxury and made the maps more desirable. There was no pressing need to show ships or
animals or plants or people. They were not like coastlines or mountain ranges but the very
incidental nature of the information which such illustration embodied contributed to the
value of the map. Cities and physical features continued to find places but in the sixteenth
century peoples, animals and plants unknown before joined them. Maps in the Renaissance
became a place to show things exotic and reflected a rising interest in collecting data about
the world and especially the world on the other side of the Atlantic that was new to
Europeans. Ships as decoration for maps were not quite like other objects. Exotic vessels
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were rare. Again according to Unger, there were few flirtations with ethnography when it
came to ships. The vessels that populated maps were almost invariably European in
design, drawn by Europeans and placed not just in home waters but all over the world. The
ships were drawn by Europeans for Europeans to transmit information about Europe.
The evidence from before the mid 16th century suggests that map makers were
driven by the practical need to fill the great expanses of ocean on large maps. By then
smaller maps got ships too so the shift in decoration must be attributed to general changes
in the way people created maps in the period. Ultimately there lurked a political message
behind the ships. In addition to commercial and technical and artistic reasons artists were
responding to political circumstances when they included ships on maps. In the age of
exploration J. B. Harley argued, “In atlases and wall maps decoration serves to symbolize
the acquisition of overseas territory.”
Medieval mappaemundi did not have ships as part of their repertoire of illumination.
Now and again but by no means universally Noah’s Ark did turn up, perched often on
Mount Ararat where it had come to rest after the Flood. Even the story of Noah which was
well known and a common source of inspiration for illustration in churches in early and
high medieval Europe and which was anchored to a specific geographical site rarely
inspired the artists who illuminated the various entries in the visual encyclopedias that
were the mappaemundi. Ships did not figure in those large maps or for that matter on any
maps of medieval Europe.
The first surviving examples of maritime vessels displayed on maps may be those
of the Beatus St Sever mappamundi from the 11th century (#207.13) and those on the Borgia
mappamundi (#237) of 1450. But, of course, the most elaborate and extensive display of ships
is on the Fra Mauro mappamundi of 1460 (#249).
According to Unger the ships that turn up on maps represented a major
technological breakthrough of the period. Cartographers typically drew the ships
accurately, at least as best as it is possible to tell based on comparison with other sources
such as the rare shipbuilding treatise and the now expanding range of evidence from
underwater archeology. That map makers tried to represent ships consistent with life
suggests something about what they thought they were doing. One result is that images of
ships on maps form a valuable source for understanding the development of European
ship design in the Renaissance. They are especially crucial for their depictions of rigging,
not a topic for contemporary writers on ships and not something left in the shipwrecks
examined by maritime archeologists. The Renaissance was, after all, a period when a series
of revolutionary changes created vessels capable of unprecedented voyages. The changes in
maps mirrored the revolution in ship design. The types of ships map makers included on
world maps, nautical charts and just about any other kind of map were often of the latest
designs, impressive for their size or capabilities as well as for their novelty. The tendency
seems to have been to put on maps, where possible, a variety of ships and ships with
designs which had only relatively recently emerged.
By the mid 16th century, ships were commonly depicted on maps. They were so
much a part of the “decorative” element that Abraham Ortelius and others often
“borrowed” images of ships from earlier engravings. While some map historians believe
that these images may be used to identify specific types of ships, most believe that
mapmakers rarely attempted to portray ships in realistic or even contemporary format. But
ships were so ubiquitous on maps of this period that, according to Unger, they have to be
considered as another decorative element that symbolized authority, mastery of the ocean
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and hegemony of maritime European colonial powers. The many ships on Ortelius’ maps
bear only sketchy resemblance to actual vessels of the time. But they are pictured here
actively engaged. Many fully rigged ships in the Atlantic Ocean are sailing to and from the
Cape Verde islands and South America and the Caribbean. In the Pacific Ocean ships
appear in a course between the Philippines and the Central American isthmus. Whether
involved in commerce or in exploring new trans-oceanic transportation routes, these ships
are additional examples of the kinds of “power relations” between the colonized and the
colonizer that map historian J.B. Harley has said are symbolized by decorative features on
maps of this period.
The following images are taken from the monographs on this website
(www.myoldmaps.com) and represent some of my favorite examples as to why I love to
study maps. Old maps contain a cultural history, a folklore history, insight into the beliefs
and outlook of the time period in which they were made, a “snapshot” of the geographic
and cosmological knowledge, and, sometimes, the political/religious pressures placed
upon the map-makers.

The Carta Marina by Olaus Magnus, 1539 (#366) This map contains a large number of ship types. Selected
detail images below, a full account is in monograph #366
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The Medieval Period
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The Beatus St. Sever mappamundi, 1060, showing open-boats and oars in the circumfluent ocean
(#207.13)
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Chronica Maiora S. Albani of Matthew Paris Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MSS 26
Itinerary from London to Jerusalem with a description in French, similar to one in the Royal MS.
14, C. vii but containing some interesting variations. It occupies seven pages.
Center, bottom is the city of Acre, 1250 (#225)
Off the coast there are six ships, three of them sailing ships and of unquestionably northern
European type. They are similar to contemporary keels, descendants of Viking cargo ships
that were common cargo and people carriers as well as warships in the waters around
Britain in the thirteenth century. The dragon heads on the fore-posts and the decoration of
the sails also indicate their origins. The hulls have overlapping planking and the sails are
square, set on single yards, features that were virtually unknown among contemporary
Mediterranean vessels. Such types might have made it to the eastern Mediterranean as part
of flotillas bringing Crusaders from the North though the numbers of such ships were
small and their survival rate in the worm-infested warm waters off the Holy Land was low.
Whatever the origins of the ships on the map they are involved in naval activity in support
of a Christian cause. Matthew Paris was an unknowing precursor of a new kind of
mapping or at the least he anticipated a number of trends which would take cartography
away from long standing and increasingly standardized practice.
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Detail from above (Matthew Paris’ Itineraries, #225)
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A Chinese junk-like vessel and pearl divers in the Persian Gulf on the Catalan Atlas (#235)

Jacme Ferrer’s vessel in search of “Riu del Or” (the River of Gold)
detail of the map of Western Europe and North Africa on the Catalan Atlas (#235)
The Vivaldi brothers sailed from Genoa in 1291 on board two galleys, taking Franciscan friars along
with them to convert people they met along the way. They sailed through the Strait of Gibraltar and
were never heard from again, though through the 15th century travelers along the coast searched for
signs of survivors from that ill-fated effort to circumnavigate Africa. It is possible that the Ferrer
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expedition was intended to follow their path, at least in part. The galley on the Catalan Atlas has
four men with hats and there is an Aragonese flag flying prominently from the stern. The long low
vessel shows no signs of oars but the hull shape and the single triangular or lateen sail suggest a
gal/ey or at least a relative of the gal/ey. Some sources called the ship an uxer but a galley is also
suggested and the map certainly indicates a galley.

Another attempt at illustrating a Chinese junk located in the Indian Ocean
on the Catalan Atlas (#235)
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The Borgia mappamundi, 1410-58 (#237)
Details below
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Ships and galleys on the Borgia mappamundi, 1410 (#237) There are some 20 vessels in the sea all
around the periphery of the landmass which fills the center of the map. The most prominent vessels
are at the bottom. The various craft are almost all but not exclusively single masted and come in
different types. According to Unger there are generally two variants of the single-masted sailing
ship, one being long with a high built-up platform, or aftercastle, at the stern and a lower built-up
platform at the bow, or forecastle, a top or platform high up on the main mast, and a prominent and
obvious sternpost rudder. It is probably a hulk and so closely related to the northern European cog.
Another variant is drawn up at bow and stern with a much more curved profile and almost double
ended. There is also an open vessel with five rowers and a captain placed in an enclosed area at the
stern and that might have been intended to be a galley. There is one single-masted sailing ship which
is low and open with no castles and a rudder with a tiller that passes over the stern post so it is more
like a river boat than a deep sea sailing ship. One of the ships possibly has overlapping planking."
The presence of such ships and in such variety as those on the Borgia map combined with the fact
that variants of the cog design found their way onto other southern European maps in the 15th
century strongly suggests that vessels from the North were well known in the Mediterranean and
respected there for their sailing qualities and capacity. It also suggests once again that map-makers
wanted to include signs of novelty at sea.

A 1436 world map by Andrea Bianco (#241) included a single-masted ship off the southeast coast of
Africa and two galleys not far away
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The variety of ship types displayed on the 1460 elaborately illustrated mappamundi by Fra Mauro
(#249) There are ships off the coasts of Asia and of Africa but they are small and difficult to
distinguish. The ones off southern Africa are single-masted and are probably intended to be hulks
with sharply curved bows but also curved sterns. That feature made it hard to fit a sternpost rudder,
a problem solved by Mediterranean ship carpenters by fitting some deadwood between the curve of
the stern and the straight rudder. The artist who drew the ships did not include that small but
essential addition suggesting lack of knowledge of how ships functioned.
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Ships in the Atlantic from a portolan chart by Grazioso Benincasa, 1482

Ships and galleys off the coast of Palestine in the 1475 Rudimentum Novitiorum (#253)
A Franciscan handbook, the Rudimentum Novitiorum printed at Lubeck in 1475, had a number of
bird's-eye views and the one of the Holy Land has ships, one a galley off the coast, and another five
ships which are single-masted sailing vessels all more or less the same and with heavy reinforcement
for the sides of the hulls typical of northern European and not Mediterranean ships.
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A galley on the world map by Hanns Rüst, 1480 (#253.2)

The Carta Marina, 1539, by Olaus Magnus (#366)
The cartographer wanted to show the maritime culture of the North and that included many ships of
different sizes and design, some sailing along, some involved in fishing or whaling, and some under
threat from the various sea creatures which populate the map. The range in vessels is everything
from heavily built large three-masted sailing ships with high castles to small rowing craft. The ships
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often have their port of origin written underneath them and he even commented on the profitability
of trade from certain Hanse ports to Iceland. He also showed a Hamburg ship sinking a Scots one
with gunfire. The ships themselves are not depicted carefully but the principal design features are
easily recognized and in the case of the Swedish ship and the one from Gdansk he, or rather the
Italian artists who probably worked from his sketches, made a special effort to depict the vessel
accurately. The Swedish ship is a three-masted carrack with overlapping hull planking, a form of
construction disappearing in the North in Olaus’ day. Lefreeri in the later edition changed the
planking so that it abutted rather than overlapped giving the hull the by-then-common form. Olaus’
ships in some cases had topmasts and topsails so he was aware of the expansion of canvas on ships as
he was aware of the use of guns, though he did place the guns rather high in the vessels which sailors
at the time already knew was dangerous.
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Notice the currach/curragh-like boat and the ship wreck
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A large number of ships displayed on Abraham Ortelius’ map of America, 1570

Three ships off the western coast of South America on Ortelius 1570 map America
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Ships off the coast of Palestine, 1570 by Oryelius

A ship off the coast of Zeeland, by Ortelius
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A Ship of the coast of Spain, by Ortelius

A ship of the coast of Scotland

A ship off the coast of Sicily by Ortelius
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Many ship types surround Utopia by Abraham Ortelius, 1595

Ships around the island of Cyprus, 1573, by Ortelius
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A ship off the coast of Thusciae by Ortelius

A ship off the coast of Denmark by Ortelius

A galley from Valentiae Regni by Ortelius, 1608
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A ship from Valentiae Regni by Ortelius, 1608
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Sir Francis Drake’s ships in the harbor at Santo Domingo on a map by Baptista Boazio , 1588

A ship south of Cyprus on Jodocus Hondius’ map of 1623
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Two ships south of West Africa Guinea on a 1619 map by Jodocus Hondius

A ship in the Indian Ocean on Jodocus Hondius’ 1619 map India Orientalis
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Indian boats, seals and fishermen off the coast of Canada from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1688 globe
(#488)

Indians in canoes from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1690 map America Settentrionale . . . (#488)
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Ships off the coast of Japan from Vincenzo Coronelli’s 1688 globe (#488)
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A great variety of Asian ship types in the Pacific Ocean from Coronelli’s globe gore, 1688 (#488)
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Ships and flying fish off the western coast of Africa, from Hondius’ 1631 map Africae nova tabula
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Chinese junks, all seeming based on a single model, from G. Mercator/J. Hondius’ maps Iaponia (1620) and
America (1606) #444.1
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A Chinese land-based sailing vessel from J. Hondius’ 1606 map of China (#444.1)

Chinese junks from a 1645 Bankoku Sõzu map
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Eskimo (above) and Indian canoe (below) from Jodicus Hondius’ 1606 map America

Ships in the Atlantic Ocean near southwestern Africa, from the map
Africae vera forma, et situs by Gerard de Jode, 1593
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Ships, sea creatures and settlements in the far reaches of North America on the map Quiuirae Regnu
cum alijis verus Borea [Alaska] by Cornelius de Jode, 1593 (#432)
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Indian canoes in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of South America from the map
Brasilia et Peruvia by Gerard de Jode, 1593 (#432)

The Famouse West Indian voyadge made by the Englishe fleete of 23 shippes and Barkes wherin
weare gotten the Townes of St. Iago: Sto. Domingo, Cartagena and St. Augustines … Newlie come
forth by Baptista B., 1589
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Two fighting ships on the map The Famouse West Indian voyadge made by the Englishe fleete of 23
shippes and Barkes wherin weare gotten the Townes of St. Iago: Sto. Domingo, Cartagena and St.
Augustines … Newlie come forth by Baptista B., 1589

Elephants and “prairie schooners” on the map Chinae olim Sinarum regionis, nova descriptio by
Abraham Ortelius/Ludovico Georgio, 1598 (#410,H2)
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Magellan’s ship, the Victoria, from Abraham Ortelius’ map MARIS PACIFICI, 1589,
the first printed map of the Pacific Ocean

Ships in the Mediterranean Sea from Ortelius’ 1564 map
Serentissimae Reipublicae Genuensis Ducatus et Domini nova descriptio
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A “monoculi”, exotic bids, an elephant and ship displayed on Sebastian Munster’s map Totius
Africae tabula, & descriptio universalis, etiam ultra Ptolemaei limites extensa, 1546 (#381)

In the Vallard Atlas of 1547 (#381.2), on a portion of the map of the Adriatic Sea, displaying a
variety of Mediterranean ship types, camels, and a bear.
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The maps of the Vallard Atlas included illustration of a number of ships at sea like a four-masted
vessel in mid Atlantic with a small square sail on the foremast and three lateen-rigged masts aft. The
waist is truncated because the raised works at the stern run so far forward in the ship. While the
curve of the hull may be a bit exaggerated the protective protrusions along the side suggest attention
to detail and an interest in accuracy. The standard three-master puts in an appearance, for example
in the Arabian Sea, but other types show up as well such as the five two-masted galleys that join the
full-rigged ship in the Adriatic Sea. The foremasts on the galleys may carry square sails but the
mainsails are unquestionably lateen. The decoration at sea came dose to matching the quality of
illustration on land not so much for the variety but in the effort to offer accurate representations of a
range of vessels. The Indian Ocean got a full-rigged ship with the typical very deep waist and a fourmasted caravel and in addition off the Cape of Good Hope a monarch riding a sea creature but
instead of the king of Portugal the Dieppe cartographer has inserted the king of France.

Two ships on Map #6, the Atlantic Ocean, from the Vallard Atlas (#381.2)
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Ships in the Atlantic on a 15th century portolan chart

The China Sea in the Miller Atlas, 1519 (#329.1)
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Lopo Homem made the Miller Atlas along with the Reinels, father and son. The variety of the total of
47 ocean going ships on maps in the Atlas is if anything greater than the variety of objects on land.
There are flags flying on virtually all the ships, mirroring flags on land which indicate, among other
things, possessions of Spain and Portugal;" Sails are often decorated with crosses, to indicate
Christian vessels, or crescents to indicate Muslim ones. Ships appear on all sheets so they turn up all
over the world but the Indian Ocean is especially full of vessels. The ships fall into six broad
categories: the three-masted carrack, the two-masted early carrack, the small caravel, the large
caravel, the galley, and exotic or non-European types. The carracks are often shown from different
angles as off the coast of Ireland. They have three masts including one lateen-rigged mizzen. Waists
are deep and in some cases very deep, as with the carracks in the Indian Ocean, suggesting large
cargo capacity. Some even have four masts with a lateen on the additional mast at the stern. There is
usually an outlicker or yard projecting from the high raised stern to which the after lateen could be
sheeted. There is usually a bowsprit angled sharply upward. The sails are typically set and billowing
out. Both the main and foremasts have topsails, suggesting the move toward a more divided sail plan
which was underway and slowly gaining some momentum. The type was apparently by 1519
becoming the standard vessel to illustrate maps. There were variants on the standard like the threemasted ships in the Atlantic with low aftercastles, rather low forecastles and straight gunwales. The
shallow waist and sleek profile suggests a vessel of relatively less cargo capacity but greater speed so
the artist indicated a distinction between vessels in trades to the New World compared to those
going to India, a difference which would become pronounced through the 16th century. The twomasted carrack with a single square sail on one mast and a lateen sail on the mizzen mast turns up
in the South Atlantic. Though the aftercastle is high the gunwale is straight and the forecastle low
suggesting it was an advance on the two-masted carrack design of the fourteenth and fifteenth
century. The bow is rather pointed so the artist may have been thinking of a vessel more suited to
inshore work and making landfalls where cargoes were not abundant and port facilities poor. The
first illustration anywhere of a caravel shows up off the coast of Africa, the vessel furthest south in
the Atlantic. The type had no upperworks, relatively high length-to-breadth ratios, and one to two
lateen sails. It was highly effective in Portuguese exploration along the coast of Africa in the 15th
century and caravels did make some voyages to and in the Indian Ocean. The caravel in the Miller
Atlas has, atypically, three masts, each with a lateen sail only one of which is set. It seems more than
a coincidence that the vessel should appear in the Atlantic off the African coast, that is in the region
where it had proven most successful. The type may well have developed from earlier fishing vessels
with Moorish roots and was possibly designed specifically for use in exploration, that in the first half
of the 15th century. It is impossible to say with certainty since there is no depiction of the type before
1500 and certainly nothing as comprehensive as the illustration in the Miller Atlas. That vessel has
the typical low profile but with small enclosures at bow and stern. The third mast near the stern is
considerably smaller, indicating that this was a ship in need of extra power to navigate.
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Detail showing Arab and Portuguese ships in the Indian Ocean on the Miller Atlas, 1519
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Four large caravels appear in the Miller Atlas and the same can be said of galleys. The one in the
Indian Ocean has a single mast and sail and is in no way remarkable. The opposite is true of the
exotic ships. Vessels with two masts, each with a lateen sail, are probably Muslim since the sails are
decorated with crescents. Multi-masted ships with something like side rudders instead of the stern
post rudder common on all the other vessels appear in the Bay of Bengal and the China Sea. One
even has seven masts and two versions have what could be battened lug sails. Those may be attempts
to depict forms of Chinese junks. The images show once again that Europeans were interested in
junks but also that they did not understand the design. Other exotic vessels have what could be three
rudders and three sails, all lateen. There are two single-masted ships with what could be a square sail
on each and scroll like stemposts and one even with a scrolled stern post. The artists of the Miller
Atlas offered a wide variety of information about vessels packed into a range of different illustrations
that populate the waters of the entire world they depict. The body of illustrations is remarkable
because it shows the different types of ships in use, the different uses of the different types and the
breakthroughs and improvements in ship design of the previous century and more.

Madacascar in the Miller Atlas, 1519 (#329.1)
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Ships off the coast of Brazil in the Miller Atlas (below, detail examples)
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Ships off the west coast of the British Isles in the Miller Atlas
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Ships in the Indian Ocean on the King Hamy map, 1502 (#307.1)
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Ships in the Indian Ocean on the Juan de la Cosa 1500 world map (#305, details below)
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There is a total of 12 ships on the la Cosa map. Two of them are single-masted single sail highcharged ships which would have been more or less at home in northern Europe or along the Basque
coast where the type appeared on town seals in the Middle Ages. There is one full-rigged ship
complete with a high after-castle. The rest of the ships have the telltale low profile of caravels, often
with a sharply curved stempost. There is a mixture of two- and three-masted versions and among the
three-masters one suggests a square sail on the foremast and lateens on the other two masts. Some of
the three-masted caravels carry only lateen sails. One of those is off west Africa and the other two are
off the north coast of Brazil. The general shapes of the hulls on those ships are similar to the ones of
the full-rigged ships that appear crossing the Atlantic on slightly later Portuguese maps. De la Cosa
was an experienced sailor so would not have made a mistake in depicting the rig. It is possible that,
just as Columbus changed the rig on a caravel to make the Atlantic crossing, captains changed the
rig, dropping the square sails on full-rigged ships once they got into the Caribbean. That would have
made the ships more maneuverable. There is no mention of such action though other Spanish maps
show the same type of three-masted lateen-rigged ships.
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Ships on a Piri Re’is map
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Ships in the Atlantic on the 1529 Diogo Ribeiro world map (#346)
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Ships in the Pacific Ocean on Ribeiro’s wor;d map (#346)

Ships in the South Atlantic and India Ocean on the 1526 Juan Vespucci world map (#338)
The 1526 Juan Vespucci map, done by Amerigo's nephew and successor as piloto mayor, uses an
imperial eagle in mid North America to indicate which lands were those of Charles V. The seas have
eight ships, all but one being more or less the same three-masted vessel with a deep waist, high
curved forecastle, and some of the sails set. The ships are the typical deep sea vessels of early 16th
century long distance voyages, the only exceptional thing being their size indicated by the hull
profile with castles towering over the main deck, the presence of main topsails, and bonnets. The one
exception to the pattern of showing virtually the same ship repeatedly on the Juan Vespucci map is a
vessel off Java which is perhaps intended to be a Chinese junk.
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Ships in the Atlantic and Pacific on the 1526 Juan Vespucci world map (#338)

Two ships in the southern oceans on the 1527 Robert Thorne world map
One is the rather standard three-master but with the straighter gunwales popular for ships crossing the
Atlantic. Another has one mast with a spritsail and an additional sail hanging down from the forestay. It was
meant to be a small open boat that one man could handle and not the kind of craft for open ocean sailing. The
vessel in the Indian Ocean is a large ful-rigged ship with all sails set and a deep waist, very similar to the ships
on a number of other maps.
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Intinerariu Portugallesiu e Lusitania in India & inde in occidentam & demum ad aquilonem
By Montalboddo Fracan [Fracanzano], 1508-12 (#316.2)
This work from Milan had ships which are strange in many ways including a very small v-shaped
sail on the single short mast, in one case stepped much further forward than would be prudent. The
shape of the hull is vaguely consistent with ships of the time but the ratio of length to breadth seems
rather higher than was typical. The drawings of the ships show a lack of precision and possibly also a
lack of knowledge.
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World map by Paolo Forlani, 1565 (#376)
Detailed views below
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Giacomo Gastaldi world map 1560, by Paolo Forlani
Many single-masted ships/galleys, only one three-masted ship, several are ships not normally used
to cross the ocean. Detailed views below
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Above, two ships off the Azores;
below, a fleet of ships off the west cost of Africa on the Diego Gutiérrez map Americae sive qvartae
orbis arties nova, 1562 (#400)
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A ship battle in the South Atlantic (#400)

A ship wreck off the west coast of Mexico (#400)
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Cyprus surrounded by ships from many nations
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A variety of ships in the Caribbean and South Atlantic on Piri Re’is map of 1513 (#322),
At sea the coasts are lined with ten ships rather carefully and accurately drawn and shown at
different angles. Half the ships are two-masted lateen-rigged ships with a low profile, possibly
intended to be caravels, and called karavele. There are full-rigged ships, probably carracks and called
barca and köke. They have only one square sail on each of the fore and main masts and a lateen
mizzen. The square sails have bonnets to supplement them in good weather. The depictions of ships
are included in such a way as to suggest they were thought of as an integral part of the map.
Detail views below
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A ship in the Indian Ocean, near Zanzibar on Pierre Descelier’s Planisphere, 1550 (#378)
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Above, a ship off the coast of Canada; below, another ship with a whale
on Pierre Descelier’s Planisphere, 1550 (#378)
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Two ships engaged in battle of the west coast of South America
on Pierre Descelier’s Planisphere, 1550 (#378)

A ship near the Caribbean on Pierre Descelier’s Planisphere, 1550 (#378)
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Three ships in the Indian Ocean on Guillaume Le Testu’s 1555 map (#378)
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Three ships of the west coast of the British Isles on Guillaume Le Testu’s 1555 map (#378)
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